pico desking range
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modular desk system
expand, reduce, reconfigure:
the right desking will
maximise space and adapt to
the ever-changing needs of
the contemporary workplace
let us introduce you to pico
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LUCIE CARR, FLEXIFORM SPACE PLANNER

“ because pico is so

versatile and comprehensive,
it’s great for the smallest
to the biggest of
businesses ”
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Pico desks are available in various
configurations, including single
stand-alone desks (1), side-to-side (3),
back-to-back (2) or 120 degree desks
(featured on page 15). Multiple
configurations offer both design flexibility,
maximising the available space to suit
your needs. The stylish Pico range
fits every part of the workplace, from
collaboration areas to executive
desks and offices.
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Pictured: Pico desks, white top & oak edge, white frame with rectangular loop leg Orangebox Joy task chair,
Orangebox Avi chairs, Boss Myriad sofas, Connection Ortega coffee table, ABL Glide monitor arms and Konnective desktop power module
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VERSATILE DESKING RANGE
The Pico range has been designed for all areas of the workplace, particularly suited to open plan
working, Pico is available in a range of sizes, configurations and colours, creating a truly flexible
workplace solution. This flexible range is ideal for hot desks, collaborative working, quiet work zones,
and executive offices. Add in privacy screens and personal storage to the open plan areas to create
permanent staff positions.
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Pictured: Pico side-to-side desks

A cost-effective bench system,

Pico is designed to create large desk
clusters using shared components.
By sharing frameworks, alongside

other components, entire buildings
can be fitted out quickly and
effectively.

Extend a single desk into a
side-to-side desk (pictured).
Desks can be extended or
reduced in size at any time!
Available with optional
modesty panels.
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Height adjustable
desking provides ease
and comfort for all
your staff.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Pico can be easily customised to provide the
ultimate ergonomic solution, with height adjustable
desks available in two options. Fixed height kits
permanently increase the desk by 40mm, 60mm, or
80mm, up to a height of 820mm. Crank handle Pico
desks can be raised up and down easily, from 740mm
to 860mm, with the handle tucking away when not in use.
With all height adjustable options, the front beam
is removed to give clear leg space for taller staff
members. Height adjustable kits can be retrofitted
at any time on each Pico worksurface,
including back-to-back desks.

Pictured: Pico back-to-back desks with fyn screens
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14 Pictured: Pico 120 degree desks

Pico is perfect for collaborating.

Available with a uniquely shaped

layout, Pico’s 120o deep desk tops curve

around the user, providing a large working
area. With 120o desking, users face each
other, encouraging group working and
cohesion. As an optional extra,
screens can be added to offer
privacy without hindering
collaboration.

See our E.ON case
study online to see these
120 degree desks in action!
www.flexiform.co.uk/eon
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PICO

Pico is a comprehensive desk system with configurations and
options available to suit every office. From an executive singleperson office, to a large capacity open-plan workplace, Pico
adapts to the company’s exact needs.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Modular systems specified in starter and extension blocks,
reduce or extend desks at any time to suit your needs.
- Single, side-to-side, back-to-back or 120 degree configurations.
- Rectangular, single wave, double wave or workstation tops.
- 800 - 1800mm wide worktops (25mm thick).
- 740mm high as standard.
- 600mm or 800mm deep tops (single & side-to-side desks),
back-to-back desks are 1250mm or 1650mm deep.
- 3 leg styles: Goalpost, A Frame and Rectangular Loop.
- Large range of finishes to suit any interior.
- Crank height adjustment kits can be fitted at any time to increase
the desk by 120mm (Max size: 860mm).
- Fixed height adjustment kits can raise the desk in 20mm
increments to give finished heights of 780mm, 800mm or
820mm.
- Finish with screens or screen infills.
- Tested to BS/ EN527:2002 Part 2 (2011), BS/ EN527:2003 Part 3,
BS4875:2001 Part 5 to level 4, BS6396 (2008), BS EN ISO 9241
Part 5:1999.
CABLE MANAGEMENT

- Comprehensive cable management system.
- Cables feed from floor grommets, up into cable towers in the
centre of the desks, and into cable trays.
- Sliding top design to access cable trays.
Side-to-side 3 Person Desk Configuration
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Pictured: Pico back-to-back desks 17

Pico desks are equipped with
sliding tops allowing easy
access to the cable trays.
The high capacity cable trays
have cable ties and clamps to
keep under-desk power
in place.

Pico desks are fully

cable managed, and

capable of handling the
most demanding IT
set up.
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Cable towers feed cables
from the floor grommets, up
into the cable trays in each
desk. A removable door on
the towers gives easy access
to the cables.

Pictured: Pico cable tray
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20 Pictured: Pico cable management system

FULL IT SET UP
Team up Pico with monitor arms, on-desk and in-desk electrics,
lights and CPU holders for a complete IT set up. Flexiform will
supply and install it all - providing you with a fully integrated desking
system. Pico is designed to accept most standard IT equipment on
the market to suit any working environment.
- Adjustable, ergonomic monitor arms feed cables from underneath
the desk top neatly into the monitor.
- Monitor arms can hold between 1 and 6 screens.
- On-desk electrics for charging phones and devices, or connecting
additional equipment easily, without sliding the top forwards.
- CPU holders raise CPUs off floor, allowing easy access and
keeping the equipment cool and ventilated.
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Pictured: Pico side-to-side, back-to-back and 120 degree desks

1

A frame
2/ goalpost
3/ rectangular loop
1/

2
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STEEL Semi-Gloss

WHITE JWS
RAL9016

SILVER JOS
RAL9006

BLACK BLS
RAL9011

GRAPHITE GREY
GGS RAL7024

PALE GREY
PGS RAL7035

OAK
MOK

BEECH
MOB

WALNUT
MOW

ROMANO
CHERRY RCM

MAPLE
MOM

WHITE
WHM

GREY
MOG

MFC
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SCREENS
Offering privacy in an open office environment,
Pico is designed to accept various styles of screens,
including Flexiform’s aluminium framed screens, and
our versatile Fyn range. Aluminium framed screens are
available with plexiglass, polycarbonate or pinnable fabric
inners, and feature an integral tool rail to hold screen
accessories, helping staff organise their work. Flexiform’s
acoustically designed Fyn screens absorb sound, and zip
together to provide ultimate flexibility. Available in 8
fabric ranges, with 5 zip colours and stitched
edges, Fyn screens offer a softer aesthetic
to your workplace.

Go without a screen
and get your staff
collaborating - all Pico
desks are available
with an infill tube.
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Pictured: Pico desks, white top & oak edge, white frame with rectangular loop leg, under desk pedestals, Boss Trinetic task chair,
Orangebox Avi chairs, Connection Ortega coffee table, ABL Glide monitor arms and Konnective desk top power module.
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technical
let’s get a little

FRAMEWORK
All Pico frames and legs are
manufactured from cut steel
tube for strength. Beams are
fabricated from 40mm x 25mm
tube, and legs from 60mm x
30mm tube. Tested to over
200kg of imposed load with
minimal deflection. Steel is
powder coated with minimum
paint coverage of 35 Microns.
Indentation, cross cut+
adhesion, and bend tested.
Please note: Do not sit on
worktops when the tops are
fully extended.

SCREENS
Pico desks can be installed or
retrofitted with privacy screens
or an infill tube if no screens
are desired. Flexiform have 2
standard screen ranges
available, including our fabric
zip screen system Fyn, or our
aluminium framed screens.
Each of our screen systems
connect directly to the Pico
frame to allow the desk tops
to slide. Our aluminium frame
screens are 30mm thick x
370mm high and can be filled
with plexiglass (acrylic),
polycarbonate or fabric.
Available with 1 or 2 built-in
rails for hanging accessories
such as pen trays. Fyn screens
are available in 8 popular
fabric ranges, and 5 zip colour
options. Each screen is 40mm
thick x 370mm high.
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CABLE MANAGEMENT
Pico desks have a simple but
effective high capacity cable
system using desk mounted
cable trays and cable towers.
Shared cables feed up the
cable tower into the cable trays.
Cable trays are accessed by
sliding the worksurface forward,
providing a 175mm full width
access section to the rear of the
worksurface. Power and data
outlets can also be mounted
directly to the worktop or
screen which meets BS6396
(2008).

WORKSURFACES
FSC®-C015991 certified. Our
Pico desk worksurfaces are
25mm melamine faced
chipboard (MFC) with 2mm
ABS matching edging as
standard. Tops can be supplied
with contrast edging (as shown)
including a black edge as
specials. Our tops meet British
standard 476 class 1 surface
spread of flame, and E1
European standards on
Formaldehyde emissions.
Alternative tops including
laminate can also be supplied,
please contact a Flexiform
representative on
01274 706206 for more
information.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Pico desks are available with
2 height adjustment kits: fixed
height and crank handle. All
kits can be retrofitted but it is
advised to be specified upon
order of the desk. Crank handle
desks allow the top to be raised
up to 860mm (120mm increase)
and can be moved up and
down easily by the user. The
fixed height kit raises the desk
by 40mm (total height: 780mm),
60mm (800mm) or 80mm
(820mm) and is static at these
heights.

AVAILABLE DIMENSIONS
Pico desks are available with
800mm, 1000mm, 1200mm,
1400mm, 1600mm and
1800mm wide tops, each
25mm thick and either 600mm
or 800mm deep*. Please note
we would always recommend
a 800mm deep desk. All Pico
desks are 740mm high as
standard. When extending
desk tops, the width of the
desk can alter (e.g. 1400mm
desk connected to a 1800mm
wide desk). A back-to-back
desk configuration has a 50mm
gap between tops, to allow for
a screen or infill tube, giving
an overall size of 1250mm or
1650mm.

WARRANTY
Our Pico desks are accredited
to the following standards: BS
EN 527:2002 Part 2 (2011),
BS EN 527:2003 Part 3,
BS4875:2001 Part 5 to Level 4,
BS6393 (2008) and ISO 9241.
Pico desks come with a
minimum warranty of 10 years
from the date of installation.

AFTERCARE
Due to their resistant surfaces,
our worktops do not require
any special maintenance. For
light soiling, clean with a paper
towel, soft clean cloth (dry/
damp) or sponge. If using a
damp cloth, dry the surface
with an absorbent paper towel
or microfiber cloth. For normal
soiling, clean with warm water,
a clean rag, microfiber cloth,
soft sponge or soft brush.
Use non-abrasive domestic
cleaners, remove all traces of
cleaning agent with fresh water,
and dry the surface with an
absorbent cloth or paper towel.
Please ensure no liquid
accesses the power modules
during cleaning. If this occurs,
isolate from the electrical
supply immediately and consult
a qualified electrician.

*Measurements with
rectangular tops, alternate top
shapes have varying sizes.

All frameworks have been
tested to over 200kg of
imposed load with minimal
deflection.

Pictured: Pico side-to-side desks, white top & oak edge, white frame with rectangular loop leg, under desk pedestals.
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YORKSHIRE HQ

LONDON

SCOTLAND

t: 01274 706206

t: 02033 010436

t: 01506 416410

Flexiform
1392 Leeds Road
Bradford
West Yorkshire
BD3 7AE

Find us online:

Company Registration Number: 02542123

Flexiform
1st Floor
45 Gee Street
London
EC1V 3RS

Flexiform
2B Young Square
Brucefield Industry Park
Bellsquarry, Livingston
EH54 9BX

www.flexiform.co.uk

